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Abstract: Let U 0qðgÞ be a quantum affine algebra of untwisted affine ADE type and let C 0
g

be Hernandez-Leclerc’s category. For a duality datum D in C 0
g , we denote by FD the quantum

affine Weyl-Schur duality functor. We give a sufficient condition for a duality datum D to provide

the functor FD sending simple modules to simple modules. Moreover, under the same condition,

the functor FD has compatibility with the new invariants introduced by the authors. Then we

introduce the notion of cuspidal modules in C 0
g , and show that all simple modules in C 0

g can be

constructed as the heads of ordered tensor products of cuspidal modules. We next state that the

ordered tensor products of cuspidal modules have the unitriangularity property.

Key words: Cuspidal modules; quantum affine Weyl-Schur duality; Hernandez-Leclerc
category; quantum affine algebra; quiver Hecke algebra.

1. Introduction. Let q be an indeterminate

and let C g be the category of finite-dimensional

integrable modules over a quantum affine algebra

U 0qðgÞ. The category C g occupies an important

position in the representation theory of quantum

affine algebras because of its rich structure. The

simple modules in C g are parameterized using

n-tuples of polynomials with constant term 1

(called Drinfeld polynomials), which was proved

in [2–4] for the untwisted cases and in [5] for the

twisted cases. Any simple module can be obtained

as the head of ordered tensor product of fundamen-

tal modules, which was shown in [1,13,27]. A

geometric approach to simple modules was also

studied in [21,27].

Let g0 be a finite-dimensional simple Lie

algebra of ADE type and g the untwisted affine

Lie algebra associated with g0. Hernandez and

Leclerc defined the full subcategory C 0
g of C g such

that all simple subquotients of its objects appear in

tensor products of certain fundamental representa-

tions ([7]). Because any simple module in C g can be

obtained as a tensor product of suitable parameter

shifts of simple modules in C 0
g , the category C 0

g

contains an essential information of C g. For each Q-

data Q ¼ ðQ; �Þ of g0, which is a pair of a Dynkin

quiver Q of g0 and its height function �, Hernandez

and Leclerc defined a monoidal subcategory CQ of

C 0
g and proved that its complexified Grothendieck

ring C�Z KðCQÞ is isomorphic to the coordinate

ring C½N� of the unipotent group associated with g0

([8]). Under this isomorphism, the set of isomor-

phism classes of simple modules in CQ corresponds

to the upper global base of C½N�.
The quantum affine Weyl-Schur duality was

introduced in [10]. This duality tells us that, for

a duality datum D ¼ fLigi2J � C g, there exists a

monoidal functor FD from the finite-dimensional

graded module category R-gmod of the quiver Hecke

algebra R ([19,25]) determined by D to the category

C g. In general, it is hard to find conditions for D
to provide the functor FD with good properties.

But, to each choice of Q-data Q, we can associate a

quantum affine Weyl-Schur duality functor FQ
with good properties ([6,9]):

FQ:Rg0
-gmod �! CQ � C 0

g ;

where Rg0
is the symmetric quiver Hecke algebra

associated with g0. This functor FQ sends simple
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modules of Rg0
-gmod to simple modules of CQ and

gives an isomorphism at the Grothendieck ring

level.

One of the main results of this paper is to

describe a sufficient condition for a duality datum D
to provide the functor FD with good properties. Let

U 0qðgÞ be an arbitrary quantum affine algebra. Let

D ¼ fLigi2J � C g be a duality datum associated

with a simply-laced finite Cartan matrix C and let

RC be the symmetric quiver Hecke algebra associ-

ated with C. If Li are root modules (see (2.1)) and D
satisfies condition (2.2) below, we say that D is a

strong duality datum. We show that, for a strong

duality datum D, the duality functor FD sends

simple modules to simple modules and it induces an

injective ring homomorphism from Kq¼1ðRC-gmodÞ
to KðC gÞ (see Theorem 2.1). Moreover, the duality

functor is compatible with the new invariants:

�ðM;NÞ ¼ �ðFDðMÞ;FDðNÞÞ;
dðM;NÞ ¼ dðFDðMÞ;FDðNÞÞ;ð1:1Þ
ðwtðMÞ;wtðNÞÞ ¼ ��1ðFDðMÞ;FDðNÞÞ

for any simple modules M, N in RC-gmod. Here, �,

d and �1 are new invariants for pairs of objects of

C g introduced in [14]. These invariants are quan-

tum affine algebra analogues of the invariants (with

the same notations) for the quiver Hecke algebras

(see [10,12]). Note that the block decompositions for

C g and C 0
g were given by using the new invariant

�1 in [15].

The other main theorem of this paper is to

construct all simple modules in C 0
g as the heads of

ordered tensor products of cuspidal modules, which

can be understood as a generalization of the simple

module construction using ordered tensor products

of fundamental modules ([4,22]).

Suppose that g0 is a finite-dimensional simple

Lie algebra of ADE type and g is the untwisted

affine Lie algebra associated with g0. Let Q be a

Q-data of g0 and let DQ be the duality datum

induced by Q. Let FQ :¼ FDQ be the duality

functor associated with DQ. Since DQ is a strong

duality datum, FQ sends simples to simples and

preserves the new invariants, i.e., (1.1) holds.

Let w0 be the longest element of the Weyl

group W0 of g0, and ‘ the length of w0. We choose

an arbitrary reduced expression w0 of w0. We define

the cuspidal modules fSkgk2Z � C 0
g to be the simple

U 0qðgÞ-modules given by

(a) Sk ¼ FQðVkÞ for any k ¼ 1; . . . ; ‘,

(b) Skþ‘ ¼ DðSkÞ for any k 2 Z,

where fVkgk¼1;...;‘ � Rg0
-gmod are the cuspidal mod-

ules associated with w0, and DðXÞ and D�1ðXÞ
denote the right dual and the left dual of a module

X 2 C g, respectively. Note that the cuspidal mod-

ule Vk corresponds to the dual PBW vectors

associated with w0 under the categorification using

quiver Hecke algebras.

For any a ¼ ðakÞk2Z 2 Z :¼ Z�Z
�0 , we define the

ordered tensor product by

PQ;w0
ðaÞ :¼ 	 	 	 � S�a1

1 � S�a0

0 � S�a�1

�1 � 	 	 	 :

We prove that the head hdðPQ;w0
ðaÞÞ of the ordered

tensor product PQ;w0
ðaÞ is simple and the simple

module hdðPQ;w0
ðaÞÞ appears only once in PQ;w0

ðaÞ.
Moreover, for any simple module V 2 C 0

g , there

exists a unique a 2 Z such that V is isomorphic to

the head hdðPQ;w0
ðaÞÞ. Such an a is denoted by

aQ;w0
ðV Þ.
Thus, setting VQ;w0

ðaÞ :¼ hdðPQ;w0
ðaÞÞ, the set

fVQ;w0
ðaÞ j a 2 Zg is a complete and irredundant

set of simple modules of C 0
g up to isomorphisms (see

Theorem 3.4). We prove further that, if V is a

simple subquotient of PQ;w0
ðaÞ which is not isomor-

phic to VQ;w0
ðaÞ, then

aQ;w0
ðV Þ 
 a;

where 
 is the bi-lexicographic order on Z (see

(3.2)). Thus the family of modules fPQ;w0
ðaÞga2Z

has the unitriangularity property with respect to 

(see Theorem 3.5).

We can generalize the above results to an

arbitrary quantum affine algebra U 0qðgÞ including

twisted type by using certain strong duality datum

in C g (see Remark 3.6).

This paper is an announcement whose details

will appear elsewhere.

2. Quantum affine Weyl-Schur duality.

Let k be the algebraic closure of the subfield QðqÞ in

the algebraically closed field
S
m>0 Cððq1=mÞÞ. Let

U 0qðgÞ be the quantum affine algebra over the base

field k associated with an affine Cartan matrix A ¼
ðai;jÞi;j2I , and set C g to be the category of finite-

dimensional integrable U 0qðgÞ-modules.

Let C ¼ ðci;jÞi;j2J be a simply-laced finite

Cartan matrix and RC the symmetric quiver

Hecke algebra associated with C. We denote by

KðRC-gmodÞ the Grothendieck ring of the category

RC-gmod of finite-dimensional graded RC-modules.

Note that KðRC-gmodÞ is isomorphic to the quan-
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tum unipotent coordinate ring AqðCÞZ½q;q�1� ([19,25])

and the set of isomorphism classes of simple

RC-modules corresponds to the upper global basis

of AqðCÞZ½q;q�1� ([26,28]). We set Kq¼1ðRC-gmodÞ to

be the specialization of KðRC-gmodÞ at q ¼ 1.

We freely use new invariants �, �1 and d for

pairs of modules in C g introduced in [14].

A simple U 0qðgÞ-module M is real if M �M is

simple. A root module is a real simple module L

such that

dðL;DkðLÞÞ ¼ �ðk ¼ �1Þ for any k 2 Z:ð2:1Þ

Let D :¼ fLigi2J � C g be a family of simple

modules of C g. The family D is called a duality

datum associated with C if it satisfies the following

(a) for each i 2 J, Li is a real simple module,

(b) for any i; j 2 J with i 6¼ j, dðLi; LjÞ ¼ �ci;j.
Then one can construct a monoidal functor

FD:RC-gmod �! C g

using the duality datum D (see [10,17]). Moreover,

FD is an exact functor. The functor FD is called a

quantum affine Weyl-Schur duality or shortly a

duality functor.

A strong duality datum is a duality datum D ¼
fLigi2J such that all Li are root modules and

dðLi;DkðLjÞÞ ¼ ��ðk ¼ 0Þci;jð2:2Þ

for any k 2 Z and i; j 2 J such that i 6¼ j.
Theorem 2.1. Let D ¼ fLigi2J be a strong

duality datum associated with a simply-laced finite

Cartan matrix C ¼ ðci;jÞi;j2J . Then we obtain the

following

(i) The duality functor FD sends simple modules

to simple modules.

(ii) The duality functor FD induces an injective

ring homomorphism from Kq¼1ðRC-gmodÞ to

KðC gÞ.
The duality functor also has compatibility with

the new invariants.

Theorem 2.2. Let D ¼ fLigi2J be a strong

duality datum. Then, for any simple modules M, N

in RC-gmod, we have

(i) �ðM;NÞ ¼ �ðFDðMÞ;FDðNÞÞ,
(ii) dðM;NÞ ¼ dðFDðMÞ;FDðNÞÞ,

(iii) ðwtM;wtNÞ ¼ ��1ðFDðMÞ;FDðNÞÞ,
(iv) dðDkFDðMÞ;FDðNÞÞ ¼ 0 for any k 6¼ 0;�1,

(v) e�ðM;NÞ ¼ dðDFDðMÞ;FDðNÞÞ
¼ dðFDðMÞ;D�1FDðNÞÞ.

3. PBW theoretic approach. Let g0 be a

finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra of ADE type,

and g the untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra

associated with g0. We denote by A ¼ ðai;jÞi;j2I the

affine Cartan matrix of g and by I0 � I the index

set corresponding to g0. For each i 2 I0 and c 2 k�,

let V ð$iÞc be the i-th fundamental representation.

Following [7], we denote by C 0
g the smallest full

subcategory of the category C g such that

(a) it contains fV ð$iÞð�qÞp j i 2 I0; p  dð1; iÞ
mod 2g,

(b) it is stable under taking subquotients, exten-

sions, and tensor products.

Here 1 is an arbitrarily chosen element of I0 and

dð1; iÞ is the distance between 1 and i in the Dynkin

diagram of g0.

A Q-data Q ¼ ðQ; �QÞ is a pair of a Dynkin

quiver Q of g0 and a function �QðiÞ: I0 ! Z such

that �Qð1Þ 2 2Z and �QðiÞ ¼ �QðjÞ þ 1 for any

arrow i! j in Q. The function �Q is called a height

function of Q. For any Q-data Q, we denote by CQ
the full monoidal subcategory of C 0

g introduced

in [8]. For i 2 I0, let Li be the fundamental

representation in CQ corresponding to the simple

root �i in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q. Then

fLigi2I0
forms a strong duality datum and it induces

a duality functor

FQ:Rg0
-gmod �! CQ � C 0

g

([6,9]). Here Rg0
is the symmetric quiver Hecke

algebra associated with g0. Note that the functor

FQ is an equivalence of categories between

Rg0
-gmod and CQ after forgetting grading ([6]).

Hence Theorem 2.2 implies the following re-

sult.

Theorem 3.1. Let Q be a Q-data of g0. For

any simple modules M and N in Rg0
-gmod, we have

(i) �ðM;NÞ ¼ �ðFQðMÞ;FQðNÞÞ,
(ii) ðwtðMÞ;wtðNÞÞ ¼ ��1ðFQðMÞ;FQðNÞÞ.

Let �þ0 be the set of positive roots of g0 and let

W0 ¼ hri j i 2 I0i be the Weyl group associated with

g0, where ri is the i-th reflection. Let w0 be the

longest element of W0, and ‘ denotes the length of

w0. We choose an arbitrary reduced expression

w0 ¼ ri1ri2 	 	 	 ri‘ of the longest element w0 of W0.

(We do not assume that w0 is Q-adapted.) Then we

have �þ0 ¼ f�k j k ¼ 1; . . . ; ‘g, where

�k :¼ ri1 	 	 	 rik�1
ð�ikÞ for k ¼ 1; . . . ; ‘:

The reduced expression w0 gives the convex order
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on �þ0 defined by �a > �b for any a > b, and

provides the PBW vectors fEð�kÞgk¼1;...;‘ of the

negative half U�Z½q;q�1�ðg0Þ and its dual vectors

fE�ð�kÞgk¼1;...;‘ of the quantum unipotent coordi-

nate ring Aqðn0ÞZ½q;q�1�, where n0 is the maximal

nilpotent subalgebra of g0.

Let fVkgk¼1;...;‘ � Rg0
-gmod be the cuspidal

modules associated with the reduced expression

w0 ([18,20]). Under the isomorphism between

KðRg0
-gmodÞ and Aqðn0ÞZ½q;q�1�, the cuspidal module

Vk corresponds to the dual PBW vector E�ð�kÞ for

k ¼ 1; . . . ; ‘. It is known that the modules

fhdðV �a‘‘ � 	 	 	 � V �a1

1 Þ j ða1; . . . ; a‘Þ 2 Z‘
�0g

gives a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic

simple graded Rg0
-modules ([18,20]). Here � denotes

the convolution product in Rg0
-gmod.

We now introduce the notion of cuspidal

modules for quantum affine algebras.

Definition 3.2. We define a sequence of

simple U 0qðgÞ-modules fSkgk2Z � C 0
g as follows:

(a) Sk ¼ FQðVkÞ for any k ¼ 1; . . . ; ‘, and we

extend its definition to all k 2 Z by

(b) Skþ‘ ¼ DðSkÞ for any k 2 Z.

The modules Sk ðk 2 ZÞ are called the cuspidal

modules corresponding to the Q-data Q and the

reduced expression w0.

It is known that the cuspidal modules are

fundamental representations if w0 is Q-adapted.

However, they may not be fundamental in general.

We have the following property.

Proposition 3.3.

(i) Sk is a root module for any k 2 Z, i.e., Sk is a

real simple module satisfying (2.1).

(ii) dðSj;DðSkÞÞ ¼ 0 for any j < k.

We define

Z :¼ Z�Z
�0 ¼ ðakÞk2Z 2 ZZ

�0 j
X
k2Z

ak <1
( )

:ð3:1Þ

We denote by 
 the bi-lexicographic order on Z,

i.e., for any a ¼ ðakÞk2Z and a0 ¼ ða0kÞk2Z in Z, a 
 a0

if and only if the following conditions hold:

(a) there exists r 2 Z such that ak ¼ a0k
for any k < r and ar < a0r;

(b) there exists s 2 Z such that ak ¼ a0k
for any k > s and as < a0s:

8>>><>>>:ð3:2Þ

For a ¼ ðakÞk2Z 2 Z, we define

PQ;w0
ðaÞ :¼

O�1
k¼þ1

S�akk

¼ 	 	 	 � S�a2

2 � S�a1

1 � S�a0

0 � S�a�1

�1 � 	 	 	 :

Here PQ;w0
ð0Þ should be understood as the trivial

module 1. We call the modules PQ;w0
ðaÞ standard

modules with respect to the cuspidal modules

fSkgk2Z.

Theorem 3.4.

(i) For any a 2 Z, the head of PQ;w0
ðaÞ is simple.

We denote the head by

VQ;w0
ðaÞ :¼ hdðPQ;w0

ðaÞÞ:

(ii) For any simple module V 2 C 0
g, there exists a

unique a 2 Z such that

V ’ VQ;w0
ðaÞ:

Therefore the set fVQ;w0
ðaÞ j a 2 Zg is a complete

and irredundant set of simple modules of C 0
g up to

isomorphisms.

Indeed, (i) follows from Proposition 3.3 ([14]).

The element a 2 Z associated with a simple

module V in Theorem 3.4 (ii) is called the cuspidal

decomposition of V with respect to the cuspidal

modules fSkgk2Z, and it is denoted by

aQ;w0
ðV Þ :¼ a:ð3:3Þ

Theorem 3.5. Let a be an element of Z.

Then we have the following

(i) The simple module VQ;w0
ðaÞ appears only once

in PQ;w0
ðaÞ.

(ii) If V is a simple subquotient of PQ;w0
ðaÞ which is

not isomorphic to VQ;w0
ðaÞ, then we have

aQ;w0
ðV Þ 
 a:

(iii) In the Grothendieck ring, we have

½PQ;w0
ðaÞ� ¼ ½VQ;w0

ðaÞ� þ
X
a0
a

cða0Þ½VQ;w0
ða0Þ�;

for some cða0Þ 2 Z�0.

Remark 3.6. In [11,16,23,24], the categories

CQ � C 0
g for untwisted non simply-laced affine

types and twisted affine types are introduced, and

a strong duality datum D ¼ fLigi2J for each CQ is

given. Then we can obtain the duality functor

FD:RC-gmod �! CQ � C 0
g ;

where C denotes the simply-laced finite Cartan

matrix determined by the affine type of g (cf. [15]).
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Using the functors FD, we can extend all the results

in Section 3 to an arbitrary quantum affine algebra

with an arbitrary choice of w0 in type of C.
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